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AbDOnDal Subgroups. p-Normality and Solvability 

of Finite Groups 

Masanobu YONAHA 

The purpose of the present paper is to prove two theorems which demOllStrate 
tbat an adequate combination of the concepts of abnormal subgroups and 
p-normality (or strong p-normality) of a finite group. togetber with tbe deep and 
fundamental theorem of Feil and Thompson (5) on the solvability of odd order 
groups. givC5 us some sufficient conditions for even order groups to be solvable. 

Theorem I. Let G be a finite group. M a maximal subgroup. H a nilpotent 
Hall 7r-subgroup. and N the maximal normal 1r-subgroup of G. Suppose that 
M = HxA. where A is a subgroup of G. Then: 

(i) If 2 £ 'fr and GIN is 2-normal. then G is 7r-separable of 1r -Iength at 
most 2. G is solvable. 

(ii) If 2£ 'fr. Ihen G is 1r·separable of 1r-length aJ most two. 

Theorem 2. Let G be a finite group. H a nilpotent HalJ tr-subgroup, whose 
normalizer in G is the direct product of H and a subgroup A , and N the 
maximal normal If-subgroup of G. If GIN is strongly p-normal for all pf 11". 

then G is If-separable of 7r·iength atmost two. In particular, if 2f If, then G is 
solvable_ 

As immediate consequences of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 we have the following 
solvability conditions for finte groups of even order. 

Theorem 3. Let G be a finite group of even order. P a Sylow 2-subgroup, and 
N the maximal normal 2-subgroup of G. If the normalizer of P is the direct 
product of P and a subgroup A and is maximal in G, and if GIN is 2'normal, 
then G is solvable. 

Theorem 4. Lei G be a finite group of eve" order. P a Sylow 2-subgroup, and 
N the maximal normal 2-subgroup of G. If the normalizer of P is the direct 
product of P and a subgroup A, and if GIN is strongly 2-normal. then G is 
solvable. 

We only remark that finite groups, all of whose proper subgroups or proper 
self-normalizing (abnormal) subgroups have a nice property, such as nil potency 
(Schmidt-Iwasawa ( 11) and Rose (10). supersolvability (Huppert ( 7) and Rose (10). 
and p"nilpotency (Ito ( 8) and Rose ( 10) are special cases of Theorem 1 and 
Theorem 2. 

2. All groups considered are finite. Let G be a group. G is p-normal if the 
center Z(P) of a Sylow p-subgroup P is the center of any other Sylow p-subgroup 
which co nt ains it. Following. Bauman (l), G is strongly p-normal if the higher 
centers ZI (P). or i + 1 terms in the upper central series of P are normal in any 
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other Sylow p -5ubgroup which contains them. Thus strong p-normality is a 
natura l c)l.tension of the concept of p-norma lity to the higher centers of P. However 
p-norma li ty does not imply strong p-normality, see (lJ . 

7t denotes a se t of prime numbers and l'r' the comlemcnta ry set. 1r -g roup is a 
group G. every prime divisor of whose order, I G 1 . belongs to l'r . If 7r' ::: ~ P) , 
then we have p-groups. A subgroup H of G is a Hall l'l" -subgroup if it is a 
>T-group a nd the index, I G: HI. of H in G is not divisible by any prime in 1f:. 

A normal 1r -complement ;s a norma l 7t' -subgroup which is complementary to 
a Hall 7t -subgroup. Let 

l = Ho. N o. H I, NI. ···,H .... Nk, ... 

be a lower "-series of G, i. c" a scrics in which NI/HI is the maxima l norma l 
" '-subgroup of G/HI and H,/NI-l is the maxima l normal "-subgroup of G/NI _l. 
If Nk = G for some k, then G is called " -separable of " -length, Ifr (G), k. See ( 7) . 

Let S be a subgroup of G. N(S) and C(S) denote the normalizer and centralizer 
of S, respectively, in G. If N (S) =S, then S is a self.normaliling subg roup. S is 
abnorma l in G ir gE ~S,g- ISg} ,a subgroup generated by Sand g-ISg, fo r every 
element g E G. S is abnormal in G if and only if it satisfies the following 
twO cond itions (sce ( 2): 

( i) Every subgroup of G containing S is self-normalizing. 
( ii) S is not contained in two different conjugate subgroups. 

3. Throughout this section we assume that G conta ins a nilpotent Hall 
"-subgroup H. The reader may find himself famil iar with most of our methods 
of proofs. However we give them for the sake of completeness. The following 
well-known theorems a re used. 

(A) Theorem of Schur aM Zanenbau! (11) 
has a complement in G. 

A normal Hall" -subgroup of G 

(D) Theorem of H all and Grun (1) : If e is p-normal and N(Z(P» has a 
normal p-complement, then G has a normal p-complement. 

(C) Theorem of Glauberman and Thompson (6) : If P is a Sylow p-subgroup, p 
odd, and if N (Z(J( P») has a normal p-compfement. then so does G, where J (P) 
is the Thomp son subgroup which is characteristic in P. 

Proof of Tbeorem 1. If H =N, then the conclusion is true. Hence H is not normal 
in G. We may assume N=1. Therefore the no rmal iler of any normal subgroup of 
the Sylow p-subgroup p, pEn-. is M and M has a normal p-complement. Thus 
N (Z(j (P»). p odd, and N (Z (P» . p=2. have normal p-complement. For P odd by 
(C) G has a no rmal p-complement. On the other hand i n case p=2 , si nce e is 
2-normal G has a norma l 2-complement by (8 ) . In any ease G ~as norma l 
p-complements for all pE n-. The intersection of a ll the p 'complements is a norma l 
,.. -complemenl. Thus G is n--separable of (fr (e) a t mOSl 2 . In case 2 to ,.. , 
,..'·subgroups are of odd order and hence solvable by ( 5). e is solvable. 

Proof of Tbeorem 2. If P is normal in e then e = H x A and we are done. Hence 
H is not normal in e. We may assume N=l. Therefore we need only show the 
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following: 

'Theorem 5. /f N(H) is the direct product of H ond a subgroup A and G is 
strongly p-normal for 011 p, then G possesses a norm a l "-complement. 

Lemma. / f S is a nUpolenl Holl "-subgroup of G then N(S) is abnormal in G. 

Proof. Let T=- (N (S ),g-1 N (S)gl. gEG. By a theorem of Wielandt ( 11) . Sand 
g-I 5g are conjugate in T. Hence there is lET such that t - 1St =g-15g. (gl - I) - 1 
S(g/l - ) - S and hence gl-t E N(5)~M. Therefore gE T and N(S) is abnormal in G. 

Proof of Theorem 5. If H is normal in G. then G=HxA and we are done. 
Therefore H is not normal in G. i. e .. N( H )= H x A<G. We consider two cases. 

Case 1. For one p, t he cente r Z(P) of the Sylow p-subgroup of H is normal in 
G. i. e., N(Z(P» =G. Then C(Z(P» is normal in G, Moreover C(Z(P» 
contains N (H ). Hence by Lemma. 

C(Z(P)) ~G. (*) 

Now by induction G/Z(P) has a normal l'I"-complement L IZ(P) of H IZ(P) . Since 
I Z(P) I and I L:Z(P ) I a re relatively prime by (A) Z(P) has a complement K in 
L. But by (*) K must be normal, in fact , characterist ic in L. Hence K is normal in 
G, We have 

G-K· Z(P) · H~ K·H . 

and K n H = KnZ (p )n H =l. 
Case 2. Z(P) are nOI normal for all p E". Thus for each p , N (H) ~N(Z (P» 

<G. He nce by i nduction, N (Z (P) has a normal "-complement. Therefore 
N(Z (P» has a normal p -complement. Hence. by (8 ) G has a normal p-comple 
ment. The intersection of normal p-complements fo r all p. then. is the desired 
" -complemen t. This comp letes the proof. 

Remark. Theorem 5 is a generalization of Theorem 3 of Ccrtok (4). For 
examp les of groups, see (9 .10). 
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